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by Josh Ray on January 12 '07

Vegas07 Biggest Boat Anchors: Ypsilon

The biggest amps at the show and definitely some of the biggest in the world, Ypsilon Electronic's SET 100 amps aren't your garden variety solid state monsters.
The Ypsilons put out only 120 watts of hybrid power with tubes in the input stage and mosfets for the juice. Like the name SET-100 implies, the amps are
completely single ended. When you go for single ended in solid state, the amps gotta be huge.
Ypsilon is out of Greece and is looking for an American distributor to pick up the brand. And like anything milled out of solid blocks of aluminum, prices aren't cheap.
In Euros: 53k for the SET-100 amps, 30k for the PST-100 preamp, 20k for the DAC-100 and 15K for the CDT-100. More pics next page...
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Comments
Gorgeous transport. ... Did you listen long enough to garner an opinion?
Posted by: Rods84 | January 15, 2007 11:47 AM

Hey Rod, I did get a listen, but I don't have any solid opinions. The system sounded great, but at around $200k just for the components, it's a little out of my territory :)
Posted by: Josh Ray [SonicFlare] | January 19, 2007 11:07 AM

Thanks, Josh -- and I understand the insecure feeling of drive-by listening.
Posted by: Rods84 | January 21, 2007 10:42 AM
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